Teacher Guide
One per teacher per domain

The Teacher Guide provides all of the information needed to present an entire domain of instruction, including review and assessment. Each day of instruction includes activities for both the Listening & Learning and Skill strands (except for the Classic Tales and Important People in American History domains, which do not include Skills).

Flip Book
One per teacher per domain

The Flip Book contains a collection of images that accompany the read-alouds found in each domain. As students listen to teachers read and see related Flip Book images, they build domain-related knowledge. When printed, it should be done in full color on large format paper. It may also be projected in lieu of printing.
Transition and Learning Center Cards
One set per teacher per comprehensive domain

Transition Cards reinforce learning in both the Listening & Learning and Skills strands, and provide teachers with meaningful ways to help students move between different activities during the school day. Additionally, Learning Center Cards are designed to be posted in classroom Learning Centers and provide information to students and teachers.

Image Cards
One set per teacher per domain

The Image Cards are used to aid discussion during the Skills and Listening & Learning portions of instruction.

Student Activity Pages
One set per student per domain

Student Activity Pages offer various activities for students to complete in class or at home with their families. These pages include family letters that are sent home at the beginning and end of each domain, nursery rhymes students are learning, read-alouds that children have heard in school, and activities for family members and children to complete together.
Nursery Rhymes and Songs Posters
One set per teacher

A set of Nursery Rhymes and Songs Posters is provided for use with all domains. The Teacher Guide provides guidance on how to teach a subset of these posters every domain, and teachers may also choose to teach additional rhymes at any time. These posters are intended to be printed in color on large format paper and displayed prominently in the classroom.

Big Book: Classic Tales
One set per teacher

The Classic Tales Big Book accompanies the interspersed domain, Classic Tales. As described in the Teacher Guide for that domain, students will interact with the printed text of classic stories through readings from the Big Book throughout the year.